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Executive Letter 
 

Dear reader, 

The purpose of our reports is to demonstrate our executives’ deep knowledge and understanding of investments, the financial industry, 

financial indicators, risk management, etc.  

All reports are approved, fact-checked and edited by Founding President Neil Jonatan and Director of Trading Reports Rottem Maor.  

Disclaimer: The analyses and conclusions of Ryerson Paper Trading Club (“RPTC") contained in this presentation are based on publicly 

available information. RPTC recognizes that there may be confidential information in the possession of the companies discussed in the 

presentation that could lead these companies to disagree with RPTC’s conclusions. This presentation and the information contained 

herein is not a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. 

The analyses provided may include certain statements, estimates and projections prepared with respect to, among other things, the 

historical and anticipated operating performance of the companies, access to capital markets and the values of assets and liabilities. Such 

statements, estimates, and projections reflect various assumptions by RPTC concerning anticipated results that are inherently subject to 

significant economic, competitive, and other uncertainties and contingencies and have been included solely for illustrative purposes. No 

representations, express or implied, are made as to the accuracy or completeness of such statements, estimates or projections or with 

respect to any other materials herein. Actual results may vary materially from the estimates and projected results contained herein. 

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. Its contents do not reflect the opinion of RPTC. RPTC 

assumes no responsibility or liability for any error, inaccuracy, omission or comment contained in this publication or for any use that may 

be made of such information by the reader. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Neil Jonatan 

Founding President 

 

 

Rottem Maor 

Director of Trading Reports 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Investment Overview 
 

  

Key Financials  Business Summary 

Ticker NASDAQ: MRNA 
 Moderna Inc. is a biotechnology company that researches 

and creates mRNA-based vaccines, drug discovery and drug 
development techniques. Moderna recently began human 
trials for a COVID-19 vaccination and has announced that it 
will enter the seasonal Flu vaccine market to generate a 
steady source of revenue in future years. 

 

Share Price $69.75 (USD) 
52 Week Range $13.53 - $95.21 (USD) 
Market Capitalization $27.534 B (USD) 
Forward P / E  26.04x 
Total Debt / Equity 0.35 
Forward Dividend Yield  N/A 

   

52 Week Performance  Q2 2020 Revenue by Segment 
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Fundamental Analysis 
Porter’s 5 Competitive Forces 

 
In this case, analyzing Porter’s five competitive forces is essential to develop an understanding of Moderna’s business and 
valuation.  
 

1. Ease of entry: Risk of new entrants is medium to low as a large amount of financial resources, high skilled workers, 
and consumer trust is needed to established a biotech drug development company. 

 
2. Degree of competition: There is strong competition in the biotech industry including BioNtech, Regulus Therapeutics, 

Arrowhead etc. Being the first one to release a successful COVID-19 vaccine will put Moderna ahead of every 
competition. However, the market is saturated with companies researching a COVID-19 vaccine. Pfizer, BioNtech and 
Moderna are the industry’s three leading firms.  

 
3. Potential for substitutes: Biotechnology industry depends on innovation and new research. Therefore, the likelihood 

of substitution products being created is very high. Moderna mitigates this risk by investing heavily in R&D - $152 
million in second quarter of 2020 alone. 

 
4. Bargaining power of buyers: Bargaining power of buyers are very low because firms that create new biotechnology 

or drug advancements have a monopoly on their product for the lifetime of their patent. For example, if Moderna is 
the first one to get their COVID-19 vaccine approved, they can sell it at a high price and captive consumers will be 
forced to pay it.  

 
5. Bargaining power of suppliers: Bargaining power of suppliers is weak during the R&D stages because it is extremely 

costly for firms. Once a drug discovery or technology is made, however, the bargaining power of the suppliers 
increases significantly. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Technical Analysis 
 

 

 

 

 

NASDAQ:MRNA 

The strategy used in this analysis is called the Wyckoff Method. This strategy assumes that institutions such as brokerage 
firms and banks with significant amounts of capital can see pending orders (stop losses) at various price levels. They drive 
price into a price level with a lot of stop losses so that they can get on the opposite side of retail investors’ transaction at a 
better price. Institutions will later drive price to the stop loss price level to break-even on the capital they used to 
manipulate price and reverse to the intended direction. 

The chart below is Moderna’s price movement on a daily timeframe for the past 150 days. The blue line is a support line 
where most of Moderna’s retail investors will place their stop losses. Based on the Wyckoff method, the red candle 
highlighted shows the institutional manipulation where price is driven into stop losses. Therefore, it is safe to assume that 
price will come down to the manipulated area (highlighted by the rectangle) and reverse into a bullish direction. 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 

Investment Valuation 
 

Comparative Valuation 

 
Compared to the industry average and medians, all the valuation comparable ratios indicate that Moderna is overvalued. 
However, the reason for low profit margins and fairly low earnings is because Moderna invested heavily into R&D in 2020. 
As mentioned before, $152 million were invested in R&D in second quarter alone. 

 

 

Additional Notes 
 
Moderna has a significant lead in the commercial release of COVID-19 vaccine. Even if another company beats Moderna and 
releases a successful vaccine, Moderna is positioned to benefit. For example, manufacturing can increase stock prices by 
“16x – 17x” according to a Forbes analyst. This will be due to the increase in EPS that will result from the global release of 
the vaccine. To conclude, Moderna has a very little downside risk and huge upside potential. 

  Market Data   Financial Data   Valuation 

  Price Market Cap Enterprise Value   Sales Earnings Profit Margin   EV/Sales EV/EBITDA P/E  

Company Name  (Per/Share) ($M) ($M)   ($M) ($M) (%)   x x x  

Moderna Inc.  $69.75 27,517.00 $25,370.00   $105.84 -$487.45 -460.55%   239.70 -52.63 -56.45  

CureVac N.V. $47.20 8,397.00 $33.54   $17.38 -$102.42 -589.30%   1.9299 -0.00033 -81.99  

BioNTech  $70.31 16,746.00 $16.11   $126.08 -$230.01 -182.44%   0.13 -0.07 -72.81  

Sarepta Therapeutics $140.04 10,990.00 $9,740.00   $450.19 -$620.27 -137.78%   21.64 -17.16 -17.72  

Alnylam Pharmaceuticals $144.93 16,810.00 $15,270.00   $345.18 -$846.17 -245.14%   44.24 -17.01 -19.87  

Arrowhead Pharmaceuticals $45.06 4,610.00 $4,140.00   $123.652 -$24.42 -19.75%   33.48 -147.01 -188.81  

             

Average         $194.72 -$385.12 -272.49%   56.85 -38.98 -60.46  

Median         $124.86 -$358.73 -213.79%   27.56 -17.09 -46.34  

*As of October 1, 2020            



 

 

 
 
 
 

Recommendation 
Thesis  Summary 

 
As a student run investment club, PTC’s purpose is to 
purchase investments in companies that are positioned to 
grow in value and sell those that have a negative outlook.  

Our thorough analysis has led us to the conclusion that 
Moderna Inc. is going to rise in price in the medium – 
long term. All things considered, we believe to take a 
buy position as the race for a COVID-19 vaccine will 
have a positive impact on the stock. 

 

  
 

Conditional BUY at $57.75 
 

Implied Return on Investment: 31.42% - 64.36% 

Risk Management Strategy Target Visualization 
 

Optimal Execution Price:  
$57.75  
 
Stop Loss:  
$54.21  
 
Targets:  
 

• 1st – $75.51 (31% gain) 

• 2nd – $94.92 (64% gain) 
 
Risk/Reward Ratio:  
6.12% : 31.42% - 64.36% 
 
Portfolio Allocation: 
5%-7% of total portfolio 
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